
1 Collective (i.e., political) decision-
making: A spatial voting theory
basis.

A typical way of making collective decisions is through
voting

QUESTION: What are the properties of group decision-
making through voting?

� Does voting in groups lead to well-de�ned, predictable out-

comes?

� Group decisions in a democracy are supposed to be �represen-

tative;�decisions are supposed to �express� the preferences in

the group. But can we trust that voting will map preferences

into a decision in any sensible way?

Answers to these questions are important. They may even a¤ect the

way we understand terms like �common good,�or �general interest.�



1.1 A �rst blow to faith in voting: Con-

dorcet�s voting cycles.

Suppose a group with three individuals G={1,2,3}. They
must choose one from a set of three policy alternatives
A={a,b,c}.

Choice mechanism: pairwise simple majority vote until
unbeaten alternative (if any) is selected.

Suppose preference rankings are:

1 2 3
Most preferred a c b
Medium preferred b a c
Least preferred c b a

(1)

Note: 1 and 2 vote for a over b. Then 2 and 3 vote for
c over a. Then 1 and 3 vote for b over c. So �social
preferences�as expressed by the voting mechanism yield,

aPbPcPa;

i.e. a cycle, so �social preferences�as expressed by voting
are intransitive, then inconsistent.



A legislature where preferences are such that voting leads
to cycles would be at pains to make a decision. If a deci-
sion is made, it could be entirely arbitrary. For instance
depending on where cycle was when session ended.

So this seems deeply worrying: it is not clear how the
preferences of individual citizens in the group would be
represented in �nal decisions.

Or is it?

Perhaps this is a contrived example where we focus on
an exceptional preference pattern. How likely is a cycle,
really?



There are 6 ways in which an individual could (strictly)
rank alternatives a; b; c:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Most preferred a c b b c a
Medium preferred b a c a b c
Least preferred c b a c a b

so, given that each individual may have each of the 6 pref-
erences, there are 6x6x6=216 possible preference con�g-
urations. How many of those would generate cycles?



A cycle is produced when each alternative is ranked 1st
by exactly one person, 2nd by exactly one person, and
3rd by exactly one person.

There are 6 preference con�gurations that can produce
forward cycle aPbPcPa (when each person has prefer-
ences given respecively by (1), (2) and (3)).

And there are 6 con�gurations that can produce a back-
ward cycle cPbPaPc (when each person has respectively
preferences as in cols (4), (5) and (6)).

Therefore, if each individual preference pattern is equally
likely, the probability of a cycle is 12

216 = 0:056.

So cycles is perhaps something we could live with.



Moreover, perhaps larger groups with more policy alter-
natives will not create cycles at all?

Answer is not encouraging. Riker (1982) calculated the
chances of cycles emerging:

Number of voters
# of

alternatives
3 7 11 limit

3 5:6% 7:5% 8% 8:8%
4 11:1% 15% 16% 17:6%
5 16% 21:5% 25:1%
6 20:2% 31:5%
limit � 100% � 100% � 100% � 100%

Larger groups with larger sets of policy alternatives are
more, not less, likely to produce cycles. In particular, for
any number of individuals larger than three, if the number
of alternatives goes to in�nity, then the probability of
cycles tends to one.



Two immediate reactions to the discouraging news that
voting may create cycles in what seem realistic situations:

� (i) Situation as depicted is not really realistic. Not
all preference con�gurations are equally likely for one
individual, given preferences of others (although one
should remember cycles appear in "Divide the dollar" type of

games where distributive con�ict is the essential element�and

distributive con�ict has quite a lot to do with politics after

all...).

� (ii) Perhaps the inconsistency created by cycling af-
fects voting mechanisms only, so we could do better
by moving to a di¤erent way of making group deci-
sions.

We �rst deal with the second argument.



1.2 A second blow: Arrow�s Impossibility

Theorem

Arrow asked a general question regarding any mechanism
to make group decisions taking as input the preferences
of rational individuals (i.e. individuals that would have
transitive and complete preferences over alternatives).

The question was: is there any such mechanism such that
the emerging social criterion for decision-making would
satisfy minimal requirements on �reasonableness� and
also be consistent (i.e. not intransitive) and complete?

The crucial element is the �reasonableness�requirements.
Some point at having a fair social choice criterion. Others
to having one that can be trusted to work in all conceiv-
able circumstances.



The minimal conditions Arrow imposed were:

* U Unrestricted domain: this means all possible individ-
ual preferences are admissible.

* P Pareto principle: if all individuals prefer x to y, then
the social decision should favor x over y.

* I Independence from irrelevant alternatives: the group�s
decision of x over y should depend only on individual�s
preferences for x and y, and not on their preferences on
any other alternatives.

* D Nondictatorship: there cannot be any individual such
that the group�s decisions are dictated by that individual�s
preferences regardless of what other individuals prefer.

Theorem: There exists no mechanism for translating in-
dividual preferences into a social preference criterion that
would be transitive, complete, and would satisfy condi-
tions U,P, I and D.



Implications of AIT:

� There is a tension between social consistency (ob-
taining a transitive and complete social preference
ranking) and both fairness and usefulness of the mech-
anism used.

� For instance, we can buy consistency if we are willing
to:

* allow for the possibility of a dictator (D), or

* if we are ready to cope with mechanisms that may
not work in certain circumstances (U) (as with ma-
jority voting, which would not work for a fraction of
preference con�gurations).



1.3 Restoring some (and only some) or-

der: median voter theorems

Question: Are there reasonable restrictions of the pref-
erence domain (i.e. what individual preference con�g-
urations we are ready to accept) that would result in a
�reasonable�social choice criterion also being consistent?

Consider the case of single-peaked preferences.

Preferences are single-peaked when all options can be
represented in a line, and each individual�s utility from
alternatives can be represented by a function that has a
maximum for a single alternative, and utility is monoton-
ically decreasing at each side of the maximum (i.e. pref-
erences are hill-shaped).

Examples of situations where policy options can be orderd
in a line: tax levels, level of school funding, aggressiveness
of foreign policy, stringency of monetary policy.



Suppose every individual has a most preferred policy x
in the interval [0,1]. Assume individuals di¤er in their
�bliss�policy, so their bliss policies are scattered in [0,1].
Suppose the number of individuals is odd. Then there
exists an individual m (for median) with bliss policy xm
such that half of the individuals have a bliss policy to the
left of xm, and the other half of individuals have bliss
policies to the right of xm.

We then have:

Median Voter Theorem (Duncan Black): If individuals
have single-peaked preferences, then xm, the alternative
most preferred by the median individual, will beat every
other alternative in pairwise majority contests�i.e. xm is
the Condorcet winner.

There is obviously only one alternative that can beat every
other one, so when preferences are single-peaked, major-
ity voting leads to the selection of a unique policy choice:
that preferred by the median voter.



The MVT provides us with a prediction for policy choices
when decisions are made collectively.

� If the group is a legislature, then xm is the prediction
for legislative outcomes.

� If the group is the electorate, and candidates can
make binding platform promises, then xm is the pre-
diction of what policies will be announced (and then
implemented) by competing candidates. Note a can-
didate o¤ering any policy that di¤ers from xm would
get less than half the votes and lose. MVT a central
part of �Downsian politics�

The MVT explains centripetal tendency of democ-
racies: there is a force pushing parties (which care
about winning) to the center of the political spec-
trum.



How much of a consolation is the MVT?

Does it hold when policies di¤er in more than one dimen-
sion?

(In order to characterize a platform one may need to know not just

whether it is liberal or conservative on internal issues (like abortion),

but also, say, on foreign policy issues).

The answer is: only if certain restrictions on policy het-
erogeneity and policy preferences, or on voting procedures
hold.

Under restrictions on policy heterogeneity and preferences
we have:

Plott�s theorem: if policy preferences are distance-based,
and alternatives are distributed in a radially symmetric
fashion with respect to a �center�point x, then x is the
Condorcet winner.

(�Radially symmetric fashion�means that all points apart from x can
be divided into pairs such that both elements of a pair are on a line

through x).



The problem with this result is its extreme sensitivity to
small perturbations. As soon as points are not distributed
exactly in the radially symmetric way, we have,

McKelvey�s (chaos) theorem: In multidimensional spa-
tial settings, unless points are distributed in a rare way
(like the radially symmetric), there is no Condorcet win-
ner, and whoever controls the order of voting can make
any point the �nal outcome.

The prediction that in general multidimensional voting
settings there is no Condorcet winner takes us back to a
situation of lack of predictions.



Note manipulation potential in democracy:. McKelvey
showed that given any two policy points s and t (for
starting and terminating), there exists some sequence of
points z1; z2; :::; zq (q �nite) such that

z1Ps; z2Pz1; z3Pz2; :::; tPzq, i.e. there is a sequence
of points that would defeat the starting point s and end
up in the terminating point t.

This means that if a person whose bliss policy is t could
determine the voting agenda, he could manipulate the
voting process to make it yield his own bliss policy.

Any ways out?



1.4 Imposing structure to restrict: structure-

induced equilibrium (Shepsle �79)

1.4.1 Voting on one �attribute�or dimension of pol-
icy at a time

Suppose a two dimensional case: any policy zi is char-
acterized by coordinates (xi,yi). Suppose that voting is
not done over all possible policy pairs zi vs zj, but rather
between pairs of levels xi vs xj �rst, and between pairs
of levels yi vs yj later.

This might emerge as a result of legislative organizational
structure (jurisdictional arrangements, germaneness re-
strictions on amendments), and create structure-induced
equilibrium.

In the �rst stage, whomever is the median voter in dimen-
sion x, dictates that policy z will have an x coordinate
equal to xm. In the second stage, whomever is the me-
dian voter in dimension y dictates that policy z will have
a y coordinate ym.



At the end of the voting process involving three individ-
uals with respective bliss policies A, B and C we have a
unique outcome: z =(xm,ym).

y

x

A

C

B

xm

ym

zm=(xm,ym)

B is median voter in dimension x
C is median voter in dimension y
z is multidimensional median policy



1.5 Legislative outcomes and legislative in-

stitutions: the case of committees

One advantage of committees is they allow for division
of labor. This creates gains from specialization at the
interior of the legislature. Committees are sta¤ed by a
subset of the legislature.

Going back to a unidimensional spatial setting, we can
picture the legislature as comprising n members with bliss
policy points x1; :; xm; ::; xn. A committee will have a
median member with bliss policy xc.

Consider a status quo policy x0. If reality changes, so
that society�s preferences change, then median voter�s
bliss policy will possibly also change. If every period
the legislature chooses policy through majority voting, in
every period the status quo is replaced by xm whatever
this is. There is no �status quo bias.�The median is free
to select policy.



Under committees things change. The committee has
gatekeeping power : it can decide whether or not any
�amendments� to the status quo can be considered. If
the gates are kept closed, the status quo prevails. If
the gates are open, then the policy outcome depends on
whether the legislature operates under an open or closed
rule.



1.5.1 Open rule

Under open rule, if committee �opens gates�, then legis-
lators can propose policies to challenge status quo. Once
gates are open, simple majority voting will select the Con-
dorcet winner: xm.

The committe�s median member then �decides� to open
the gates if he prefers xm to x0, and keeps them closed
otherwise. So only two policy predictions: xm or x0.

The lack of commitment on the legislature�s side (not to
choose xm once gates are open) may damage both the
committee�s and the legislature�s median.

Suppose x0 < xc < xm and the committee�s median
prefers x0 to xm. Then the committee will keep the gates
closed even when both the committee�s median and the
legislature median would be better o¤ with a move to the
right, say to xc! Note status quo bias.



1.5.2 Closed rule (Romer and Rosenthal �78)

The closed rule solves such type of commitment prob-
lems: it allows the committee to make a proposal against
the status quo which the legislature must either accept
or reject. The legislature cannot propose amendments.

Legislative outcome depends on relative position of xc; x0
and xm. There are 6 possible orderings, but 3 are anal-
ogous to 3 cases we present below. First, de�ne Pm(x)
as the set of policies that the median legislator prefers to
policy x.

1. x0 < xm < xc: Identify x� =the largest element of
Pm(x0). Then if x� > xc (xc lies in Pm(x0)) then com-
mittee opens gates and proposes xc which is approved. If
x� < xc, committee opens gates and proposes x�, which
is approved.

2. x0 < xc < xm: Here xc obviously in Pm(x0), so
committee proposes and gets xc.

3. xm < x0 < xc: Committee keeps gates closed, so
status quo prevails.



Important aspect of closed rule (no further amendments)
with a status quo policy:

it stops cycling in multidimensional settings.

The committee median acts as agenda setter. She can
propose policy she likes best subject to having a majority
that will support it over the status quo. And legislative
process stops at a well de�ned outcome.



1.5.3 An application: zero budgeting

Zero budgeting practices introduced in several countries
to force state divisions to justify every year why they
need their entire budget, rather than allowing divisions
to take budget for granted and negotiate increases. So
this method was thought to keep expenditures under con-
trol.

Suppose a given division D must negotiate budget with
legislature, which has median legislator with bliss bud-
get xm. Current (status quo) budget for D is amount
B < xm. Division requests new budget x. If legislature
approves, x becomes D�s new budget. If legislature re-
fuses, budget stays at previous amount B under normal
budgeting, and becomes zero under zero budgeting.



Given B, there is budget B� =largest element in Pm(B).
Under normal budgeting, division can request up to B*
and obtain it. But under zero budgeting, division can
request up to B�� =[largest element in Pm(0)] > B�.

0
xm

B B*

Pm(B)

Pm(0)

B**

Key element is D�s knowledge that legislature cares about
the division�s budget. So perhaps good to give legislative
end to �scally hawkish �gures.



1.6 Summary

Collective choice is a tricky process, regardless of whether
it is conducted through voting or some alternative method.

It may yield no predictable outcome, unless,

� Individual preferences are constrained to special classes

* single-peaked in unidimensional settings, or radially
symmetric in multidimensional settings), or,

� Institutional structure induces stability

* voting on one dimension at a time

* introducing a player who has monopoly rights over
the agenda (committee, agenda setter)

� Institutional details matter a great deal for policy
outcome, sometimes in counterintuitive ways


